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Abstract: This research was conducted on a family business that is in Yogjakarta, Indonesia. Reasons for choosing the family business as a subject of research is the uniqueness in our beliefs and core values that still survives in the family business. Use the respondents 50 business units consisting of two types of industry, services and goods (crafts). Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analysis as a tool to test the hypotheses of the study. The results showed that organizational justice has a role in the behavior of knowledge sharing and influencing attitudes do knowledge sharing. Someone who looks at there is justice in an organization will show behavior that is cooperative. Another point show that behavior knowledge sharing would affect the improving performance of the individual, but if supported by perception of an individual believe that he is capable of engaging in behavior that focus.
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INTRODUCTION

Business data in Indonesia showed nearly 96% of the business in Indonesia is a family business (http://www.depkop.go.id). Data of the Central Bureau of Statistics (2007) stated that the family business in Indonesia is an organization which contribute greatly to the Gross Domestic Product reaching even 82,44% (http://www.bps.go.id). Contribution to GNP amounting to 80% (Casillas, Francisco and Ana, 2007). A Survey conducted the Central Bureau of Statistics (2007) in the National Economic Survey 2006 states that in Indonesia there are 48.929.636 companies as much as 90,95% categorized as family firms. The survey results also obtain data that the family business contributed 53,28% of GDP and absorbs approximately 85.416.493 people as labor or 96,18% of the entire labour force.

The development of family business in Indonesia in general, starting from the close-circle family or immediate family. Research the Jakarta Consulting Group shows that family business originally founded by a single fighter (Susanto Susanto, Wijanarko and Mertosono, 2007) with further partners close-circle family or immediate family, ranging from husband/wife, brother, until a close friend. The closeness of this relationship is related to confidence and commonality of vision.

The plural phenomena in the family business was the founder has a focus on developing organization to endeavor and survived. The next development, when the organization began to grow big and strong, a second generation and extended family, including brothers and sisters, nephews and grand children began to come in, even became the dynasty of family.

Family business is a family owned business, in the creation and retrieval of organizational policy is dominated by members of the kinship group (Carsrud,1994). A business is said to be the family business while the domination of the family members included in groups with the nexus family emotionally and visually appears. Family business employing others to occupy a position not as decision makers, while the position of decision makers and top level rests with the family.

Family participation in business will strengthen the organization, because usually a family member have a loyalty and dedication to higher toward his family's business. Tracey (2001) business is a family business if its owners think it is and want it to be. This statement
contains the meaning that the organization belongs to the family business if the owner thinks his business and want as a family business.

The Family business has a strong belief in the uniqueness and the core values that still survive. The role of the founders was instrumental in establishing the identity of the Organization, the basic beliefs, and business goals. Business purposes generally is an advantage. The achievement of corporate business profits combined with the interests of shareholders. The success of the family business is the ability to create profit and grow as the family. The uniqueness of the other family business that is the pattern of ownership, management and succession which affects the company's goals, strategy, structure, each formulated, designed and implemented (Chua, Chrisman and Sharma, 1999).

Family business develops the unique ability and resources related to the ability to outperform non-family business. The unique capabilities of the family business came as a result of the interactions that occur between family members, non-members of the family and the business (Simon and Hitt, 2003). Family business research should emphasis the uniqueness of it, because of the uniqueness that makes the management of the family business as a science, which deserves a distinguished from other science and should be researched (Chua, Chrisman and Sharma, 1999). The family business is an area of research that is still growing (Sten, 2006).

Previous research using a variety of research perspectives and topics such as relationships (Dunn, 1999), business, productivity and change (Harvey and Evans, 1995), Regulation (Malinen, 2001). The topic of knowledge management in family business have not been much researched. During this research the subject more using knowledge management in large organizations with high-tech technologies (Felicia et al., 2008; Alhawamdeh, 2007; Herschel and Jones. 2005; Dous, et al. 2005).

Research of knowledge management in the family business before reviewing the tacit knowledge as well as organizational performance (Ngah and Jusoff, 2009). Knowledge is one of the elements that are supposed to be divided into the next generation of internal strength and become a difficult organization adapted competitors. On the current economic era, knowledge has character as intangible factors of production, cooperation and strategic partnership-forming, as well as the independent fast in the network strategy work, that is knowledge-based economy.
Knowledge is embedded in every individual and each individual has a different knowledge to each other. As a valuable asset should the organization manages knowledge for good (Davenport and Prusak, 1998). Knowledge is the critical resource organization that provides sustainable competitive advantage in a competitive and dynamic economy (Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Foss and Pedersen, 2002; Grant, 1996).

Knowledge management in this research is a system created to create, document, categorize and disseminate knowledge in the organization. In practice, the knowledge management includes identifying and mapping intellectual assets of the organization, the creation of new knowledge as a competitive advantage, simplify and increase the accessibility of information corporations, sharing, as well as the utilization of technology to facilitate these activities (Collison and Parcell, 2004). One of the elements that determine the success of knowledge management is successful implementation of knowledge sharing (Park et al., 2009). Knowledge sharing is an important element in effective knowledge management (Bock et al., 2005).

Knowledge sharing between employees and between team members allows organizations to exploit and utilizing knowledge-based resources (Cabrera and Cabrera, 2005; Damodaran and Olphert, 2000; Davenport and Prusak, 1998). Research shows that knowledge sharing and joint will positively related to a reduction in production costs, improvements in new product development, team performance, the ability of innovation company, and the company's performance, including sales growth and revenue for new product or service (Cummings, 2004; Hansen, 2002; Lin, 2007).

Based on the exposure to the identified research gaps there are, first, the outcomes of knowledge sharing previous research more on organizational performance (Huang, Tsu-Te, Andrew et al., 2010) while individual performance so far observations have not done much research, both antecedent in equalities of the knowledge sharing have not been much used the perspective of organizational model of justice. Research of Van der Heyden et al., (2005) limited on procedural justice, while Bock et al., (2005), and Ibragimova et al., (2012) use a model of organizational justice but combined with the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). Research on knowledge sharing in the antecedent the perspective of the theory of planned behavior ever done Sharma et al., (2003a), Johnny Bolloju and C.F. Managers (2005) as well as Gagne (2005) but using a study of the theory of reasoned action (Yeh, Chi-Hung et al.,

The uniqueness of this research is on the merger application model of organizational justice and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) in knowledge sharing with family business research settings. Reasons to replace the theory of reasoned action (TRA) and planned behavior theory (TPB), the TPB has more benefits as compared to the TRA, including the ability to foresee and understand the motivational influences on behavior that is not under the control of or individual will power alone. Theory of Planned Behavior developed to predict behavior that is not entirely under the control of the individual.

The Theory of Planned Behavior adds decisive intensi behave that perceived behavioral control (PBC). PBC is determined by two factors: the control of limiting beliefs (beliefs about ability in controlling) and perceived power (the perception about the powers that belong to perform a behavior). PBC indicated that the motivation of someone doing something (sharing) is influenced by the perception of the level of difficulty or ease in showing a particular behaviours. If someone has strong beliefs about control factors that would facilitate the behavior, then he has the perception that high to control behavior and vice versa.

THE PROBLEM OF STUDY

Research Ibragimova, et al. (2012) reference research Bock et al. (2005) declaring that attitude toward sharing knowledge subjective, a norm and dimensions procedural justice influential directly into intention to share knowledge, while the dimension distributive justice and interactional influential indirectly on intention to share knowledge by mediation variable attitude toward sharing. These issues need to be researched further associated encouragement construct organizational the justice. The next problem is about the concept and construct a model that is mediated by the characteristics of the individual and not yet measured previous studies. In addition, a number of research and knowledge sharing have not yet found the application model of organizational justice with a number of key variables, the intention to share knowledge and knowledge sharing, as well as individual performance (Folger and Cropanzano, 1998; Greenberg, 1990; Cropanzano et.al. 2000).
1. Do organizational justice (distributive justice, procedural and interactional) influence behavior of knowledge sharing?

2. Do organizational justice (distributive justice, procedural and interactional) to affect in attitude on sharing knowledge?

3. Whether in attitude on sharing knowledge affecting intent on sharing knowledge?

4. Whether a subjective norm affect intention to knowledge sharing?

5. Whether a subjective norm affect in attitude on sharing knowledge?

6. Whether the perception of control behavior to affect intent on sharing knowledge?

7. Are perceived behavior control influence behavior of knowledge sharing?

8. Whether intention to knowledge sharing knowledge sharing would affect behavior?

9. Whether the behavior of knowledge sharing will affect the performance of individual?

**IMPORTANCE OF STUDY**

1. The influence of variable subjective norms directly at individual performance, in addition of variable procedural justice affect intention to knowledge sharing and variable attitude towards knowledge sharing on individual performance.

2. In a practical indicated that the performance of individual to be influenced by many of variable, someone, namely attitude subjective norms and knowledge sharing behavior. Sharing cultural knowledge, should exist in the company especially family business.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Knowledge Sharing and Organizational Justice**

The position of knowledge in the information age is equivalent to the existence of energy power plant in the industrial age. In the current information era paradigm of capital growing, formerly capital scope revolves around the financial capital, infrastructure, and other entities. But nowadays intellectual capital realized capital is very important to boost the value of the company. The concept of knowledge based society which was conceived by Peter f. Drucker (1966) the mainstream way of thinking, not just the business but the practitioner academics in building a business foundation puts intellectual capital. Wenig (1996) define knowledge as cognitive system processes. This sense shows invalid constructs that could not directly observed.
The study of literature show that the company which manages knowledge well is a successful (Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). The results also indicated that knowledge management useful in organization (Ash and Burn, 2003; Bendoly, 2003; Huin, et al, 2003). According Huin et al. (2003) many knowledge in company would touch planning and process management. Thus sharing knowledge is one of the pivotal to the management knowledge. Sharing knowledge a substantial role when this innovation especially its role in performance (Lee et al., 2005). Besides, sharing knowledge leveraging performance (Du, Rong, et al., 2007).

One of the keys to successful knowledge management lies in knowledge sharing (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Park, A Son, Lee, and Yun, 2009). Knowledge sharing is one of the important process of knowledge management, which gradually evolve and improve the production system as well as the elements that formed (Du and Ren Ai., 2007).

Organizational justice refers to the study of justice in arrangement organization derived from work aimed to understand the issues of justice in social interaction (Greenberg and Colquitt, 2005). Organizational justice includes three dimensions: justice interactive, procedural, and distributive, opinion Cropanzano et. al, (2000) that employees will evaluate justice organizational classification in three distinct event, namely the results they received from the organization (justice distributive), policy formal or a process by which an attainment allocated (equity procedural), and treatment taken by the decision makers between personal in organization (equity interactional).

**Hypothesis 1a:** the positive influence of organizational justice distributive dimension in knowledge sharing behavior.

**Hypothesis 1b:** the positive influence of organizational justice procedural dimension in knowledge sharing behavior.

**Hypothesis 1c:** the positive influence of organizational justice interactional dimensions on knowledge sharing behavior.

Opinion of the Folger and Cropanzano (1998) in Parker and Kohlmeyer (2005), defining justice organizational as a condition of employment which redirects the individual in the belief that they are treated fairly or unfairly by the organization. Further explained that organizational justice is an important environmental work motivators. When individuals feel
the moral injustice, they will go down, there is even the possibility of leaving his job, even revenge against his organization.

Research of Bock et al. (2010) about the application of components organizational the justice to the process of knowledge sharing knowledge sharing point out that occurs when the parties involved feel: (1) the input them in an adequate manner valued with the benefit of obtained, (2) the existence of procedure and fair, and (3) no treatment dignity and honor. Factor distributive, procedural, and interactional determine willingness involved in partnership knowledge sharing.

*The hypothesis of 2: the absence of a positive influence between distributive justice in attitude toward knowledge sharing behavior.*

*The hypothesis 3: the absence of a positive influence between procedural justice in attitude toward knowledge sharing behavior* 

*The hypothesis 4: the absence of a positive influence between interactional the justice in attitude toward knowledge sharing behavior.*

**THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOR (TPB)**

The theory is based on the assumption that a man is a rational being and uses information sistimatically. People think of the implications of their action before deciding to do or not to do a certain behavior. This theory provides a frame for studying attitude toward behavior. Conduct of one is most important determinant intention to behave. Intention individual showing behavior combination the attitude and subjective norms. Attitudes of individuals against behavior of a behavior, covering trust evaluation of results of conduct, subjective, a trust normative and motivation to obey.

Knowledge sharing is intentional behavior so that this research using the Theory of Planned Behavior where the intention is assumed to capture the factors which affect the motivation of behavior (Ajzen, 1991). Three factors that affect the intention: (1) attitude toward the behavior, (2) social norms related to behavior, and (3) beliefs about one's control over the behavior.

Research of Bock and Kim (2002) and Bock, Kim, Zmud, and Lee (2005) on 27 organization in Korea found that dealing with norms subjective atttitude and sharing knowledge behavior. There were also a positive relationship between with intention attitude and behavior sharing knowledge. Attitude toward behavior based on sharing knowledge belief about the
consequences expected behavior of a certain behavior and evaluation favorable or unfavorable from the consequences. Subjective norms viewed as combination felt by individuals or groups relevant intention comply with hope. In other words, many people's perception that he should or not do (Ibragimova et al., 2012).

**Hypothesis 5:** the a positive influence subjective norms sharing knowledge on attitude toward knowledge sharing.

**Hypothesis 6:** the a positive influence subjective norms sharing knowledge on intention to knowledge sharing.

**Hypothesis 7:** the a positive influence between attitude toward sharing knowledge on intention to knowledge sharing.

Behavior intention is defined as a decision made a certain behavior and motivation to act is a summary or an intention to do the actual behavior (Ibragimova et al., 2012). Definition of intention to behave in this research was the decision person performing a particular behaviours and a summary the motivation to act, the more individuals intends to do something, the greater the likelihood a behavior will occur.

**Hypothesis 8:** any intention to influence knowledge sharing in knowledge sharing behavior.

Research of Chang (1998) stated that the perceived behavior control (PBC) is a predictor of intention to behave better than attitude, so that the theory of planned behavior better than reasoned actioned in predicting behavior unethical. Ajzen (1975) States the control behavior is related to the concept of self efficacy perception developed by Bandura (1977) assessment of how well a person can execute programs/action required to deal with situations that prospective'.

Randall (1991) research indicates that the PBC had a statistically significant influence on intention to behave knowledge sharing (behavioral intention to share).

**Hypothesis 9:** the positive influence of perceived behavior control on intention to knowledge sharing.

**Hypothesis 10:** the positive influence of perceived behavior control on knowledge sharing behavior.

The study reveals that knowledge sharing knowledge sharing is the process of recombination and the evolution of knowledge (Lee and Cole, 2003) and globalization are
siding with the organization in order to be able to create and share knowledge more effectively and efficiently than competitors (Porter, 1990).

Knowledge sharing efficient and effective necessary to identify the impact on the performance of individual. When doing knowledge sharing related to the performance of individual, a person assumed to accumulate; adopt and sharing knowledge in order to perform as well at work. Previous studies discuss the relation between knowledge, sharing with the performance of both the team or individual. Although empirically has not been consistently of supporting the influence knowledge sharing will increase the performance of team.

Research of Bock, Zmud, Kim, and Lee (2005) about the factors that affect the knowledge sharing on the individual, using the Theory of Reasoned Action in support of the argument that extrinsic motivators that includes social and psychological factors, influencing the organizations intention factors to knowledge sharing on the individual. From exposure to it can be inferred that knowledge sharing have a strong influence on the performance of individual.

Hypothesis 11: presence of positive influence among knowledge-sharing behavior on individual performance.

METODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

The subject of this research is the owner of a family business that more leading to small and medium companies, neither of which is still maintained by the owner directly or have already occurred over the generations. Location research in the special region of Yogjakarta (DIY) covering an area 4 district and municipality (Municipality of Yogjakarta, Bantul Regency, Sleman Regency, Gunungkidul Regency and Kulon Progo Regency). The reason is because of the DIY area selection is one of the centers of the SMEs (Small Micro and Medium Enterprises) in Indonesia, where the family business in Indonesia categorised the majority of Small and Medium Enterprises.

Malhotra (1993) the size of the samples taken can be determined by multiplying the number of variables with 5 (five), meaning that this research sample size minimum = 9 x 5 = 45. The number of questionnaires distributed research amounted to 90, but the rate of return by as much as 50 pieces with 1 questionnaire failed to be processed due to incomplete.
After the specified number of samples will be made respondents, the withdrawal of data is done using non-probability sampling approach, because of the size of populations is unknown (Maholtra, 2005) and the type of the selected sampling of purposive sampling or selection of samples intended to subjectively (Ferdinand, 2006). The selection of this type based on specific criteria and assessment that can represent both statistics, significance, and testing procedure hypothesis (Ferdinand, 2006). The criteria set out in this research are: (1) business was founded by a family; (2) the control and ownership are in one family and (3) a family member is involved in the management.

Organizational Justice

Organizational justice reference to the study of justice in arrangement organization and derived from work in social psychology that aims to understand the issues of justice in social interaction. Organizational justice includes three dimensions: justice interactive, procedural, and distributive (William, Pitre, and Zainuba, 2002).

Interactional Justice

Interactional justice is useful aspect of the theory of organization justice, who claimed that an individual has a sense of sensitive to the quality of maintaining interpersonal that they receive from the manager or firm in implementation procedures organization. The measurement of justice interactional in this research using the measurement of used Niehoff and Moorman (1993) with the number of questions as much as 4 items with likert scales 1-7. Procedural justice more focus on transactions fair in decision making. Employees interested to know how decisions are made and the manner of its manufacture. Procedural justice measured using measurement once used by Robinson et al. (1999) by the number of questions as many as five items with likert scales 1-7.

Distributive Justice

Distributive justice is the assumption of justice for the result of the organization in conjunction with an individual or group, the input justice is dominated by the theory of congruency (Thornhill and Saunders, 2003). Justice of the distribution of done measurement by Moorman (1991) as much as 4 items questions with likert scales 1-7.
Theory Planned Behavior

Attitude toward knowledge sharing

Attitude in this research operationality as a gesture sharing knowledge possessed to others. Attitude defined as dimensions evaluative affective or bipolar toward behavior. Attitude measured using behavioral beliefs and evaluation about the consequences on a questionnaire theory of planned behavior that construct based on method propounded by Ajzen (2002). Measurement attitude knowledge sharing this research use measurement of Bock et al. (2005); Brown and Venkatesh (2005); Pavlou and Fygenson (2006); Srite and Karahanna (2006) as 4 items questions with likert scales 1-6.

Subjective Norms

Subjective norm is one's perception of social pressure to do or not do an act or behaviour. Operationality of subjective norms are subjective norms on questionnaire scores theory of planned behavior. Subjective norm measured using items normative beliefs and motivation to sharing on the questionnaire was constructed based on a method proposed by Ajzen (2002b). Subjective norms in this study measured using 4 items of questions used by Cheng, C.M., and Chen, L.J. (2007).

Perceived Behavioral Control to Knowledge Sharing

Perceived behavioral control is the perception of the ease or difficulty in performing the behavior and experience reflect the assumed in the past and anticipation about the hitch. Perceived behavioral control is measured by using the items control belief and strength control power on the belief the questionnaire theory of planned behavior that is constructed based on a method proposed Ajzen (2002b). Measurement of perceived behavioral control variables in this study using 4 item questions that have been used by Madden et al. (1992) as well as Ajzen and Madden (1986).

Intention to Share Knowledge

Intention behavior defined decision someone to do certain behavior and is a summary the drive to do in more individuals, namely intention to do something will be high if the more likely encouragement behavior will do. Measurement variable intention to share knowledge in research is using measurement used by Cheng and Chen (2007) as 4 items question.
Knowledge Sharing Behavior

Sharing knowledge behavioral is belief individual (employees) about a consequence or result to be had from behavior sharing knowledge to others. Besides knowledge sharing behavior can defined as the act of individuals because knowledge they should have (Nonaka and Konno, 1998). Measurement variable behavior share this knowledge with 3 items question used by Cheng and Chen (2007).

Individual Performance

Knowledge sharing efficient and effective necessary to identify the impact on the performance of individual. When doing are sharing their knowledge associated with the performance of individual, a person assumed to accumulate; adopt and sharing knowledge in order to perform as well at work. The performance of a person depends on a combination of capability, business and opportunities obtained (Dale, 1992).


Work performance is measured using 3 dimensions: efficiency, effectiveness and timeliness. Measurement of work satisfaction as used Hackman and Oldham (1980) and diagnostic surveys and conceptualizing two-dimensional job satisfaction and satisfaction of general growth. Work satisfaction measurement as measured by Hackman and Oldham (1980) the JSD (Job Diagnostic Survey) conceptualizing two-dimensional growth satisfaction and job satisfaction.

The performance of the idea, is the result of creativity new products and procedures and useful for organization (Madjar, Pratt, and Oldham, 2002). Using the method of measurement creativity and measurement Oldham Cummings (1996) for the performance of creative individuals. Innovation in an integral manner connected with the context of physical crucibles, the application of the operation therefore will lie naturally (Schon, 1983). Innovation is the process of a multistage in which the ideas produced may be just or
adoption, built to support it eventually be implemented as innovative or in the form of an artifact that outcome.

RESULT

Result of Descriptif Statistics

Industrial goods owned family business includes: business crafts (craft pandan, ceramics, batik, silver, gold, towel, skin; the traditional food such as geplak, wet bread, wingko, gudeg, bakpia; side dishes) for as much as 70% of the 50 businesses. A 30% service industry include: services of retail (stores), health (general clinic and beauty) and consultants. Research shows the number of entrepreneurs are men and women almost equally, i.e., male 52% of overall respondents. The majority are aged between 36 to 55 years (48%) and is a first generation as much as 56% of the overall respondents to serve as managers and owners (44%). The size of the majority of companies have total assets above 500 million (excluding land and buildings).

Results of Test Validity and Reliability

Testing reliability study using cronbach alpha consistency. An instrument is considered reliable if the minimum coefficient of cronbach alpha is 0.60 (Hair et al., 1995). Sekaran (1992) provide good reliability for value category alpha between 0.80 to 1.0; then a category acceptable if the alpha value is 0.60 to 0.79 and less good if the alpha value is less than 0.60. Opinions that are used in this research is now an opinion (1992) and Hair et al., (1995) the minimum value of cronbach alpha was 0.60.

Results cronbach alpha distributive justice comprising as 0.821 means four indicator is reliable. Similar results were also obtained on procedural justice, justice interactional variables was 0.926 and 0.860. The validity of the results obtained at also cronbach alpha variable stance on knowledge sharing (0.953), subjective norms (0.966), intent on knowledge sharing (0.907), control of behavior are perceived (0.939) and behavioral knowledge sharing (0.826). The individual performance of the validity of the test results has a value of cronbach alpha of 0.937.

Test Results of Model Assumptions

Normality

Univariate and multivariate normality of the data used in this analysis were tested using AMOS. Result of indicates that the evaluation identified both in univariate normality and
multivariate. In univariate for values in C.R skewness, four items of statement shows the as 2. While values in C.R curtosis value of all show as 7. Thus a univariate not distributed normally. Results the normality is Perceived Behavioral Controll (PBC), Interactional Justice (IJ), Procedural Justice (PJ), Knowledge-Sharing Behavior (KSB) and Intention toward Knowledge Sharing (IKS) while others below and above normality but still moderate for under 21 (Ghozali, 1998).

**Outliers**

Test done multivariate outliers using mahalanobis distance criterion at level p less than 0.001. Mahalanobis distance is evaluated by using on a non-degree registration number of variables used in the study. There are nine indicator variables this research. Therefore, all cases had the Mahalanobis distance is greater than $\chi^2 (9; 0,001) = 27,877$ is multivariate outliers. The results show that there is a multivariate outlier on the observation number 18 and 27, the attention of KS-3 (an attitude towards knowledge sharing-3) 40,263 and IKS-4 (intention to sharing knowledge-4) because of the distance of each mahalanobis 28,963 and greater mahalanobis distance from critical (27,877).

**Test Analysis of The Suitability of the Hypothesis Model (Goodness of Fit)**

This stage done testing of the suitability of the model through a review of the various criteria for goodness of fit. The value of chi-square statistic, the model is considered good or satisfactory when the value of the chi-square is lower. The smaller the value of the better models and accepted based on the probability of the cut-off value of $p >0.05$ or $p >0.10$. Then the root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) shows the goodness of fit is expected when the model in the estimation of the population (Hair, 2006). RMSEA values less than or equal to 0.08 the index is to be received in a model that shows a close fit of the model was based on the degrees of freedom.

Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), is a measure of non-statistical that has a range of values between 0 (poor fit) up to 1.0 (perfect fit). A high value in this index indicates “better fit”. The value Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI), with the recommended level of acceptance when it has a value equal to the AGFI or greater than 0.90. Lewis Tucker Index (TLI), an incremental index that compares a model was tested toward a base line model, where the recommended values as a reference to the admissibility of a model is 0.95 (Ferdinand, 2002) and a value close to 1 indicates a very good fit. The next value of the Comparative Fit Index
(CFI), when approaching 1, indicates the highest level of fit (Arbuckle, 1997). The recommended value is the CFI = 0.90.

**DISCUSSION**

Results of the analysis indicate a connection path coefficient distributive justice on attitude towards KS (p=0.012), procedural justice to the attitude towards KS (p=0.058), subjective norms on attitude to knowledge sharing (p=0.075); attitude toward knowledge sharing on intention to knowledge sharing (p=0.002); procedural behavior control on knowledge sharing intention (p=0.000), procedural justice on the intention of the knowledge sharing (p=0.000); procedural behavioral control on knowledge sharing behavior (p=0.000); distributive justice on the knowledge sharing behavior (p=0.003), intention to knowledge sharing in knowledge sharing behavior (p=0.025), knowledge-sharing behavior on individual performance (p=0.000), subjective norms on individual performance (p=0.000) and attitude toward knowledge sharing on individual performance (p=0.001).

The results show a dimension of organizational justice is distributive justice (DJ) have an influence on the behaviour of knowledge sharing (KSB) with a value of p=0.003. The hypothesis 1a is supported in this study. This means that statistically distributive justice dimension of organizational justice has a direct influence on the behavior of knowledge sharing. The results of this research are consistent with research conducted by (Osterloh and Frey, 2000; Gilliland, 1994; Konovsky, 2000; Konovsky and Cropsanzano, 1991; Crupanzano, Prehar, and Chen, 2000). Next component beta coefficient value of procedural justice (PJ) against the behavior of knowledge sharing (KSB) for p= insignificant at p=0.998 and 0.05. The hypothesis 1b is not supported in this study.

This means that statistically procedural fairness does not directly affect the behavior of sharing knowledge. Results of this study are inconsistent with research conducted by Kim and Mauborgne (1997); Colquitt (2001); Simons and Roberson (2003); Spitzmiller et al (2006). Results of analysis data showed that the value of p=0.363 in interactional Justice on the behavior of the interconnectedness of knowledge sharing. The hypothesis 1c is not supported, it is not in line with the Folger and Skarlicki (1997) as well as Greenberg (2003).

The value p=0.012, to the interconnectedness of the attitudinal distributive justice knowledge sharing. In other words, this study supports the hypothesis of 2. These results are in line with research Osterloh and Frey (2000); She and Wei (2009). The results test hypothesis 3
shows coefficients component beta procedural justice (PJ) attitude towards knowledge sharing (Att. KS) of 0.058. It means there is a relationship between procedural justice with an attitude of knowledge sharing. These results are consistent with research conducted by Lind et al. (1993). Test results of how justice interactional on attitude toward knowledge sharing, indicates that the value of p=0.887. It means justice interactional not have relationships directly with the attitude of knowledge sharing (hypothesis 4 is not supported). These results are inconsistent with research results and Skarlicki and Folger (1997) as well as Greenberg (2003).

Based on the test results demonstrate the value of subjective norm component beta coefficients (SN) attitude towards knowledge sharing of 0.075 insignificant at p<0.05. It means hypothesis 5 is not supported in this study. These results are not in line with the research of Teh and Yong (2011) and Bock, Zmud, Kim, and Lee (2005). This is possible because the subjective norms will affect someone's intention to behave in a social environment. The condition is thus formed of normative beliefs which refers to the belief that the other person will engage in the behavior of sharing knowledge.

This belief is weighted by the relevant individual interests. In the context of the organization, it has relevance to the management. Management has control over some policies, such as employee compensation, performance appraisal and career advancement. Thus, the employee will comply with the expectations of management to engage in knowledge-sharing behavior. Test results of p=0.726 on the relationship between subjective norms on knowledge sharing intention in others. Thus the hypothesis 6 is not supported. It means there is no relationship between the subjective norms on the intention of knowledge sharing. Other test results show the value of significance p = 0.002 supported the hypothesis 7 that in this study. That is the attitude of knowledge sharing intention directly with influential knowledge sharing.

Results test hypothesis 8 show that the significance of 0.025 (p<0.05). That is hypothesized 8 supported, statement namely intention sharing knowledge have directly to behavior sharing knowledge. This result in line with research conducted by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) and Ibragimova et al. (2012). Based on test results showed hypothesis 9 that is hypothesized supported p= 0.0009. This result as practiced by Randall (1991) but not in line with research findings Chang (1998); Ryu et al. (2003) and Albarracin et al. (2001) opponents direct
relation between control perceived intentions behavior on sharing knowledge. Results test hypotheses 10 having of \( p = 0.000 \). That hypothesis 10 supported.

These results according to research conducted Randall (1991). A statement in hypothesis 11 indicate that is hypothesized 11 supported, means sharing knowledge behavior have a direct influence with individual performance.

**CONCLUSION**

Organizational justice has a role in pushing behavior sharing knowledge inform the attitude to sharing knowledge. Someone who looks at there is justice in the overall conduct tending to demonstrate cooperative. The outcome demonstrates that knowledge other behavior individual performance improvement, affecting liquidity but if supported by perception the extent to which an individual believe that he is capable of engaging in behavior focus.
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